
Appendix C  
 
 
 
Comment a – Resident of Bailey Road (email) . 
I am writing to advise of my strong opposition to the proposed yellow lines on Bailey Road. 

The yellow lines may be required on Campden Road (although in 2 years I've yet to see anyone park 
on the road!!) but they are completely unnecessary on Bailey Road. 

They will cause more issues than solve problems and will push more traffic further down the 
Campden Road and in my view, lead to unsafe parking on the Crest Nicholson estate as people will 
park on bends and corners. 

The yellow lines will prohibit visitors to houses 7-15 Bailey Road from parking outside our houses 
which is unfair. Could the yellow lines perhaps finish on the corner of the entrance? They really aren't 
required any further up.  

We've already had the ridiculous traffic calming measures installed outside our property which I'd like 
to have reviewed as they were never part of the original plans and are causing us access issues to 
our driveway.  Please could you advise on how best to do this? 

 
 
Comment b – Resident of Bailey Road (email). 
I Could I also please add my opposition to this, the double yellow lines would not help anyone, and 
they seem superfluous. There is an island type traffic calming measure which prohibits parking in 
front of them (on either side), as parking would block the road. If the islands were not there, then I 
could understand the yellow lines to a certain extent, but considering this was not part of the original 
plans as homeowners on the estate, we feel this would have an adverse effect on our house value. If 
this was to proceed, we feel would need to be compensated for this and we would seek legal advice 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Engineers response to both Comments.  
thank you both for your emails in response to the above Consultation.  I have written to you both as 
both of your emails contained each other’s electronic addresses.  With recent privacy legislation the 
County Council has to be careful who sees who 's email addresses.  Fortunately in this instance that 
will not apply. 

I have good news and bad. 

Firstly the bad.  Both of your emails came into the County Council on the 12th and 13th January 2023, 
that is six and seven days after the stated end date on the Legal Notice.  That date was also provided 
within the letter I put through your doors on the 8th December 2022. 

Due to the lateness of the emails and to be fair to those who did respond within that time frame,  it is 
with regret that I have to inform you that I am unable to log them as a formal Objection to the 
proposal.  

  

The good news.  I can log them as a 'Comment' on the proposal.   

This is how the Legal process is able operate.  As you live there, they will impact you directly, it would 
be remiss of me to just ignore your emails due to the date received, so if you can bear with me, I will 
engage with you and see what can be done with the double yellow lines, that is the element I am 
dealing with.  

Your comments can feature within the legally required Objection Report that will be presented to the 
County Councils Portfolio Holder for Highways, who will make a final decision. If a workable way 
forward can be found, it is Legally possible to 'withdraw' any submitted Representation, so the whole 
Legal process does not have to be engaged.  This point can be discussed at a later date. 

You've made reference to the centre refuges, they were put in by others, under what is called a 
'Section 38'.   When, why and who dealt with it is unknown to me at this time, but I am making 
enquiries on your behalf. 

I think the best way forward would be for me to come to Shipton and have a site meeting, would you 
agree ? 

I can be available anytime during the week, except Fridays.   From time to time meetings will feature, 
but some are able to be moved.  I have one on Thursday at 2pm that could move, or we can look at 
next week.  To be confirmed. 

I'll wait on your replies. 

 
 


